Adrienne Warden
Web/UX Designer

About Me

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

My passion is building clean,
scalable, and responsive web
sites. Using best web practices,
CSS frameworks, web builders
and JS libraries. My goal is to
create sites that provide a
positive user experience.

I am a reliable Web/UX Designer with a strong work ethic
and user-centric design philosophy. An adept multitasker
capable of following established design systems, as well
as create and repair projects to completion Able to
function well independently with little to no supervision or
in coordination with a professional team.

Contact

PHONE:
(646) 725-4547
EMAIL:
adrienne@adrienneaew.me
CERTIFICATIONS:
AdrienneAEW Certifications
PORTFOLIO:
AEWPortfolio
LINKEDIN:
linkedin.com/in/adriennewarden
FREE CODE CAMP PROFILE:
freecodecamp.org/adrienneaew
BLOG:
Blogging AEDubyah

Primary Skills
HTML/CSS/JavaScript
Responsive Layouts
Cross-Browser Compliance
CSS Frameworks
WordPress/Web Builders
Accessibility/Semantics
Mockups/Prototyping

TRAINING
Google UX Professional Certification
March 2021 - Present

A 7-part certification in foundational concepts in UX
design, such as user-centered design, the design process,
accessibility, and equity-focused design. Completed
course 5 in October 2021.
Responsive Design
June 2018

Focused on languages that developers use to build
webpages: HTML for content, and CSS, CSS variables,
best practices for accessibility by building a web form,
cross browser functionality, Flexbox and CSS Grid.
CSS Essentials 1, 2 and 3
October 2017

Training in advanced selectors, when to use the float,
display, and position properties, CSS browser developer
tools, debugging your front-end code, mobile-first
approach, grids, flexbox , animation, transitions, and
accessibility.

PROJECTS
If I Did That

Apps

Perry Associates Real Estate

JavaScript Apps

“If I Did That” is my way
of putting into practice
my design and UX
training. The focus of
this project was
controlling the search.

In today's market, if you
cannot build an App,
you may not be a web
designer.

View project details – a
React app page.

Adrienne Warden Resume - Page 2
Profiles

E-commerce

Carpentar CV

Man With A Van

A CV that show cases
my JavaScript skills. Info
icons show alternate
element layouts. This
page was built using
HTML, CSS and
JavaScript.

This is a small business
website. The goal was
to max out as many free
resources as possible.
There are two versions:
a one page website
and a multi-page
website.

SKILLS
HTML/CSS
Web Builders
Sass
Slack
JavaScript
Figma
Adobe XD
React

93%
90%
80%
75%
65%
60%
48%
45%

References furnished upon request.

understanding of HTML, CSS , and JavaScript (basic jQuery)
knowledge of design and visual principles, such as layout, typography, and color
comprehensive knowledge of responsive web design and cross-browser development
Track record of designing flows and wireframes with a strong bias towards user-centric design

